HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
rest in the sheath of the west, victory and triumph were the
companions of the sarkar, and defeat and distress caused
the flight of the worthless enemy. That is, with all the
wail over the slaughter and the wound to many sardars of
the army M. Lally1 hastened to Kanji to take refuge where
also he did not find courage. So he ran away to Arcot, while
the resounding of the musical instruments played by the
victorious army conveyed to the ears of the universe the news
of happiness.
M. Lolly dispatches M. 13ussy to seek the help of Basa-
lat Jang\ J\L 13ussy brings him from Adhoni; Hasalat
Jang retires after the receipt of letter from llazrat-
i~A'la, yet sends Dh.i£l-Faqar Jang along with M.
Bussy. Both these join the army of M. Lally; Arshad
Beg Khan comes with the army to help Abdiil-Wahhdb
Khan Bahadur*, the capture and subjugation of the
fort of Wandzvasl and other forts and districts of
Arcot.
After the flight of M. Lally towards Arcot, Abdu'l-Wahhab
Khan Bahadur occupied the temple at KanjL On seeing the
walls in a dilapidated condition, he carried out necessary repairs
and thus strengthened them. He deputed for its defence an
army under an experienced sarddr of the sarkar and an
English troop with lead, gunpowder, and other necessary pro-
visions in abundance. He appointed as qilad'ar, Abdu'l-TTayy
•Khan by name, the sister's son of Muhammad Mahfuz Khan
Bahadur, whose genealogy had already been recorded, com-
maiding him to collect money, gather provisions and send
cattle for the purpose of food to the soldiers of the Padshah.
Leaving at Kanji superfluous equipage, Abdu'l-Wahhab
Khan Bahadur hastened towards Arcot with Colonel Coote
(1) For details of M. Lally's flight, j^ Qrrae, History of Indostan, Vol.
-XI, p. 452,	
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